
Dr. Toni Hatton, The Attractive Thinker is a Vision and Mindset 

Expert, Vocal Artist, Speaker, Certified Health Coach, Author of 

Don’t Be Afraid: He’s Preparing You!, Creator of The Attractive 

Thinker Movement and the Instantly Implement! 12 Weeks to 

Vision & Mindset Clarity Program, has written and recorded 

several songs, and was the Host of The Attractive Thinker Radio 

Program for Radio One in Baltimore for 2 years!  Dr. Toni is the 

recipient of a Governor’s Citation and a Honorary Doctorate 

Degree for the transformation that she provides in the 

community!  A defining moment that could have dimmed her 

light actually gave her insight!  As a result of showing her son 

how to see without eyes, it enabled her to show people with 

eyes how to see!  ...how to properly see in life because his 

darkness became her light!!  Dr. Toni now supports New & 

Aspiring Entrepreneurs and people who struggle to accomplish 

their visions, dreams, and goals with getting clear about what they really want, in bringing their 

vision into focus, and in creating a plan that makes that dream become their new reality!  Dr. 

Toni supports her clients through Private and Group Coaching Programs where to date her 

practice has prevented 3 suicides, supported Attractive Thinkers in finding their purpose in their 

pain, and supported 1,000’s in shifting from hopeless to hopeful & from devastation to 

determination!  When Attractive Thinkers come into her presence they get clear, experience a 

calming peace, release stress, embrace their creativity, and leave on FIRE ready to create, live, 

and leave a legacy that speaks when they no longer can! Using her ability to find things that are 

lost and fix things that are broken, Dr. Toni pulls the gems from your journey, gives you life-

altering Attractive Thinker Tools that uproot faulty beliefs, eliminate fears, and develop 

confidence and business courage!  Dr. Toni is a mom of 4… 3 adults and 1 teenager all of which 

she homeschooled for 11 years after serving in the public school system as a PTA Vice President 

and Special Needs Advocate.  Listen… if you know that something has to change, but you’re not 

sure what or how, then take out your Attractive Thinker Notebook and a pen and get ready to 

see beyond what you’re looking at because you’re too great to be defined by your current 

circumstances!  Contact The Attractive Thinker at 410-298-2121 to schedule your 

complimentary Vision Consultation and visit www.theattractivethinker.guru  to get your FREE 

audio, “Turn Your Problems Into Your Solutions!” or to Book Toni to Sing at your Upcoming 

Event! Dr. Toni’s life’s work is to make your life better!  Her motto is, “It’s not what you’re 

going through, but how you’re viewing it! Warning!  When a Vision 

Expert is in the house, expect for your perception to shift, your vision to 

come into focus, and your next steps to be clear!  ~Think Attractively!     

Get Clear and Shift From Sight to Vision!! 
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